PERFORMANCES BY DANCERS & ACTORS
1. What can roving performers be used for?
Roving performances can lend flair and pizzazz to your event. Our performers can be positioned as a
static feature, where their costumes and choreography provide a striking installation of bodies.
Alternatively, they can offer movement‐based interaction with your guests, along a narrative that
best suits your function's theme.
2. I’m look for a specific type of performer that you don’t feature on your website, can you
help me find them? Even if we don’t feature a type of musical act or performer on our website, it’s
always worth asking. Our network of artists is diverse and they are continually looking for new
means of expression, which might be just the thing you’re looking for!
3. Can your roving performers do impersonations, magic, clowning, mime or circus acts?
No, our performers are trained at the Victorian College of the Arts so they have specialised in either
contemporary dance or theatre. Performers with those skills are trained at the National Institute of
Circus Arts in Melbourne who also manage a booking service for their alumni, otherwise you can also
contact various entertainment agencies from around Melbourne.
4. Can roving performers serve our guests food or alcohol?
Our artists are not qualified wait staff so unless it is a pre‐prepared part of the performance the
answer is no. We also cannot guarantee that our performers have Responsible Service of Alcohol or
Safe Handling of Food qualifications.
5. What do your roving performers require at the event?
It is very important that our performers have a secure change room at the venue to get dressed in
and to store their valuables. They also need to use this space during their breaks so they are out of
view of your guests.
6. Do I have to provide costumes?
If you already own suitable costumes you would like our performers to wear then we will not include
costume hire in our fee. However, if you would like them to source costumes and makeup, the cost
of providing them will be included in the fee. This fee will depend on your theme and the type of
costuming required. We will endeavour to quote these fees for your prior to your booking, but
should external hirers need to be engaged in order to provide you with costumes, there may be
additional fees. Any additional fees will be communicated to you and your approval sought before
we proceed with additional costs.
7. I would like an original dance performed at my event, can you create one for me?
Yes, we have a network of highly experienced, VCA trained dancers who can choreograph original
dance works for your function.

